
A short landing page copy. Its goal is to convince cold traffic interested in productivity to 
subscribe to the email list. 

Kill Procrastination Once And For All. 

Are you a procrastinator? And is that causing you unnecessary stress and lowering the 
quality of your life? Don’t worry, the info on this page will help you. 

Let me explain... 

Back in college, I was a HARDCORE procrastinator... Let me tell you just how bad it 
was.... 

You might start working when deadline starts to bite your ass. But me? The closer the 
deadline, the fewer f*cks I gave. 

"Eh, I'll study next week"... 

"Eh, I'll study the day before"....... 

"Eh, I'll study on my way there"............. 

... No bueno. 

Life took a 360 since then. Now I finish work waaaaaay before any deadlines… 

And in just one minute, you too will have all the tools to live a stress-free and productive 
life. 

Does that excite you? 

It should, because you will receive a beautiful, FREE book  that will turn you into a 
productivity machine in no time! 

You will learn: 

● why productivity = a happy life. 
● 11 tricks to get your mind to focus. 
● how to never fall off your path again. 
● how to stay productive in a distracted world. 
● how to structure your day so you don't burn out. 
● productivity systems that rapidly transform your life. 



● what and when to eat and drink for optimal brainpower. 
● ... and much much more. 

Ok, so what's the catch? 

The catch is that I don't want you to fail . 

Don't you just hate it when you read a book and then forget about it a week later? 
Believe me... that's not how you change your life... 

The ONLY way to make a change permanent, is if you keep coming back to the 
material. And the BEST way to do that is by getting top-notch productivity advice 
STRAIGHT to your inbox! 

And so... 

That’s why you get the book ONLY AFTER you join the Productivity Newsletter, where 
more than 10'000 people EACH WEEK are inspired to live a meaningful, productive life. 

These emails kick-ass because they: 

● are easily digestible. 
● are fun, short, and on point. 
● contain only THE BEST productivity advice. 
● will get you motivated to stay on your path! 

These weekly emails will help make productivity a habit. Which is CRUCIAL if you want 
to succeed in just about anything.... 

So type your name and email address in the box below and click SUBSCRIBE NOW! 

Note that these emails have NO SPAM! And if you ever get tired of being productive, it 
is easy (just one click) and obvious to unsubscribe. 

As soon as you click subscribe now, your book will be waiting for you in your inbox! 

See you next week! 

Mihael D. Čačič 

P.S. I have something AMAZING planned for this week, so subscribe NOW and don't 
miss out! 


